
	  

Sam	  Adebanjo	  &	  DTWG	  are	  back	  with	  their	  SOPHOMORE	  release:	  The	  
Mission/The	  Vision	  [Double-‐Disc	  Album]	  
	  
The Vision: The first CD on the double disc album presents Sam & DTWG in a whole 
new light.  They've taken it back to their African roots; you'll be sure to be dancing to 
the vibrant Afro Beats and singing along with the infectious African Gospel Praise. So 
whether you listen to this, as you're getting ready in the morning or in your car after a 
long day, this part of the album will definitely uplift, inspire and motivate you. 
 
The Mission: Sam & DTWG return to a sound you know and love, with this second 
CD on the double disc album. This disc features well-known artists such as Keshia 
McFarland, Osmond Collins, Decca recording-artist Kristyna Myles, Andrew Bello, 
Adrian T and Muyiwa of Riversongz who appeared on Bonus Track Video.  Make 
sure to listen out for the sweet vocals of some of the members of the New Direction 
Choir in Chicago, USA. 
 
This double-disc album definitely shows how Sam & DTWG have come a long way 
from their freshman release, DTWG: The Project.  All the songs are co-written and co-
produced by Sam Adebanjo, who had the pleasure of working alongside incredible 
producers such as Dontaniel Kimbrough, Inner Productions, Altar Sounds, Beautiful 
Soundz and James Ritchie. This collection has a song for everyone; Do you want 
something that is soulful, encouraging, R'n'B, rock, pop or afrobeats? Well, The 
Vision/The Mission [double-disc album] has all of this and more! 
 
More on Sam Adebanjo & DTWG... 
 Sam & DTWG are becoming a household name in the UK Gospel Scene. It's not 
surprising with their rich harmonies, soulful arrangements and contagious melodies. 
Their songs are influenced by experiences in their daily walk with God. 
 
Founded in 2003, they have many accomplishments under their belts; having shared 
the stage with the likes of Mary Mary, Emeli Sande, Muyiwa & Riversongz, Ron 
Kenoly and many more… it's clear to see that their music is well received by 
Christians and non-Christians alike. 
 
Other notable recognition includes their 2011 appearance on the Channel 4 show 
Jamie Oliver's Christmas with Bells, receiving both a Praise Tek Gospel Music Award 
in 2012 for Great Contribution to Gospel Music and taking home the BEFFTA Award 
2010 for Best Gospel Act. Sam & DTWG have also been nominated for Best Gospel 
Act in the following: Urban Music Award 2010, the Gospel Music Awards 2010 & 
2009 and the MOBO Award in 2009. In addition to these achievements, this talented 
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group of worshippers have embarked on two successful UK tours and featured on the 
national "TruPrint" campaign, advertised on national television. 
 
The Vision/The Mission double-disc album will be available online. Check out 
iTunes, Amazon and all other major digital retailers to get yours.  You can also reserve 
your very own copy NOW at www.dtwg.co.uk. Don't forget, this amazing sophomore 
release from Sam Adebanjo & DTWG comes out on: 01.07.13 
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